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About This Content

Defeat your rivals in the frozen terrain of Ultimum Chasma, navigate the winding passes of Margaritifer Sinus, cross the
trenches of Cerberus Fossae, and more! This map pack adds over 30 new maps to Skirmish and Multiplayer games. Designed by

a planetary geologist, these maps model the actual Martian surface in each of the red planet’s regions and will add plenty of
depth to your Offworld experience.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 / 8.1 / 7

Processor: 1.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo / 2.0 GHz AMD Athlon X2 64

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT / ATI Radeon HD 3870 / Intel HD Graphics 4600

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card:

English,German,Russian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,French,Polish
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Please just play the fullsize, regular version.

>.> It just seems a little unfair to murder people on iphones this way.. Really nice game to couch-play without having to focus
too much, especially with a wireless controller. The graphics in the game create a sort of cozy feeling even though all enemies
look about the same and it seems like they took a few shortcuts during development by reusing character models more than
usual the game still did not feel too repetative as is the case in many similar games. Anyways, I really liked playing through it
and would recommend it to others that are looking for a less serious adventure. I saw this game, and thought it looked really
cool. Even though the art isn't amazing, I still bought it because I try not to judge a game on it's art. I started the game and I was
instantly put into a deep storyline. The combat reminded me of a fan-game called The Legend Of Zelda: Black Crown. The
battle system is really cool, and I can see a lot of Dark Soul-esque themes in the game. So far I'm having a lot of fun with the
game.. Doesn't have much more entertainment to the game but if you play as the U.S a lot might be worth buying.. Very
charming game. It has the "Double Fine" vibe where everything is cute but you can still very much enjoy it as an adult.
Gameplay is very similar to Professor Layton.

The first episode took me about 2 hours to complete. It ends at a good point, no weird cutoff points like some other episodic
content has.

I sometimes had some troubles with the puzzles because they were made for touch controls. It's easy to get used to though.

Note that I had some performance issues but I have been able to fix it by messing with the settings of
"JacobJonesSystemSettings.ini" at "My Games\\UnrealEngine3\\JacobJonesGame\\Config". Tiny bit of story, which is
interresting, especially since food mechanic was added. Overall this is not much besides hard survival mode, but it is enjoyable
enough. You either hunt for food, clear waves of enemies or move stealthy. I like it as a part of the whole game, but if you
would buy each season\/DLC separately, than this isn't worth much on it's own. You wouldn't regret getting it if you liked the
game a lot though. If you were bored, than skip it.
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Starting position way to hard, Epirus is impossible to play as even though it has the best unit roster out of the 4 Greek factions,
Athens should be more historically accurate and have weaker land units but stronger Naval units, Sparta should have lower land
unit cost in the campaign, Massilia was the only faction in this pact that I actually enjoyed and they have an awesome unit roster
and starting position. This DLC should not be 7-8 USD it should be 2-3 USD because I got this on sale and after playing with
the factions it's definetly not worth what Creative Assembly wants. If you're reading this don't buy this DLC unless you like a
really hard challenge and it's on sale. I suggest buying one of the campaign DLCs like Wrath Of Sparta instead because they
offer fresh new content, all these faction packs do is unlock factions for you to play as that are already in the campaign. But i
wouldn't recommend this DLC to be honest.. Nice game, but gets difficult after a while! And the achievements seem undoable...
but I'll keep trying. seams like a fun puzzle game reminds me of bejewled with an rpg twist im not a fan of puzzle games so if
your like me and dont like them dont buy this game however if your a puzzle game fan then by all means its worht getting seams
rather challengeing. My story of Feral Fury began with my roommate who came to me one day and said 'So I found a thing you
might enjoy'. Famous first words. So, he winds up showing me this neat little twin-stick shooter with a panda in power armor.
My first thought was 'that's adorable'. My second thought shortly after was a resounding: 'THIS IS AWESOME!' He tells me
that I'm free to play it when he's at work, as we Steam Share. He has .7 hours on it at the time of my writing this. I have almost
twenty.

If you like games like The Binding of Issac, Nuclear Throne, Enter the Gungeon and others, Feral Fury is a MUST BUY for
you. I'll go ahead and echo what everyone else seems to say, but it's true. The controls are tight and responsive, allowing for the
fine movements you'll need. The combat is both visceral and fast-paced, making split decisions the difference between life and
death. The system is as forgiving as it is unforgiving, punishing second-thoughts and the slow-witted, but rewarding those who
understand how the game functions. The soundtrack is perhaps a bit too cheery for what the game is, but it just underlines the
deceptive nature of the game.

With permanent upgrades to be unlocked after every run, you'll begin to see improvement with each death, and each time you
meet a new enemy, you'll learn how they fight and how they die (enemies mostly give a final attack as they die). Each step, each
misstep is a learning experience you'll grow from.

Start on easy. I don't often say that, but Easy builds the base mechanics of the game, and allows you to build the more advanced
mechanics later on. If you start too hard, you'll just overwhelm yourself. The bosses are fun and amusing, as well as being
challenging and rewarding.

Just keep one thing in mind when playing though... you can only gain so much experience from playing this game. It takes
something else to really complete it. Reactions, bravery, training... all of that can be taught. It takes something else, something
different to get far. A primordial fire, a feral fury is needed to truly master this game.. I got this game over a year ago and only
now I decided to play it, so I have no idea if I paid for it or got it for free.

Now that that's out of the way, let's get on with the review.

This game is.. weird. I suppose that's the most polite way to put it. It's one of those indie games that quality wise looks like it
was put together in 30 mins and was never play tested prior to release.
You start out with the game being in russian and if you do not speak russian, as I would imagine being the case for the majority
of you, you're stuck! Luckily for me I live in Eastern Europe and studied russian in school. So to change the language you'll
need to click the buton in the bottom left of the screen in the main menu. Quick hint: it won't make a difference at all.
Aparently, the clues in the game were translated with something even worse than Google Translator.
Also the window with the controls before the game said you have a jump button. You don't. What it doesn't say is that you have
a flashlight and a "use" button. Fortunately my FPS experience with Half-Life, CS and the like has taught me that "F" key is the
flashlight and the "E" key is the use button.
Anyway, now for the gameplay. The atmosphere is okay-ishly spooky. Nothing too spectacular, however, for unknown reasons
you have static in front of your eyes the whole time. There are no monsters in the game, no enemies at all, except for bad level
geometry. I got stuck in a wall mid-game in one of the rooms. Good thing the game saves progress. It doesn't matter actually.
The whole game is literally 30 mins long. So you can get to where you were in 5 secs.
The puzzles get progressivle weird and nonsensical, but good people have written guides in both english and russian, so they got
you covered.
When you finish the game you get a screen saying you escaped or whatever and that's it.
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To conclude this game is bad even by indie games, developed by one guy standards. It has no story, no tension, no sense of
completion. I can only recomend it if you get it for free and you're dead bored and have time to kill.. I wanted to like this game,
after truly enjoying both prequels, I was excited to wrap up my hero's story. But I found myself suddenly thrown into a linear
plot where my choices didn't matter. The previous games are very open to letting you decide your own emotions and reactions,
which is what you expect from a CYOA. But after being told I "have no choice", "the only way", "You know you have to"... etc,
over and over, I realized I was just reading a book with buttons that I was no longer in control of. The final straw for me was the
game deciding FOR ME who I romanced and kissed. Without me choosing. Also, power cost information usually leads to "wow
that cost more than you thought" - which I'll admit IS in line with the plot, but ends up being frustrating when you were trying to
be strategic.

I'd say buy this on sale if you really enjoyed the first two games, but be prepared to relinquish control over any major plotlines
or decisions.. Game needs to be changed to "opponent doesnt miss simulator"... in the hour that i spent playing this i managed to
break my controller because of how frustrating and rage inducing the controls are.. on top of that the gameplay is ridiculously
unrealistec. real tennis isnt played like this so if you want to play a game that is gonna make you punch someone in the head
then buy this garbage otherwise i recommend tennis elbow 2013 because those guys know REAL tennis.. This adds more depth
and forces a player to strategize. Especially later in the game where every small choice matters for a win or lose situation.. I did
not play this game for very long, ultimately quitting before finishing the first dungeon because RNG killed me and I didn't have
a save. I didn't feel motivated to redo the party construction and starting sequence. I've played a ton of RPGs in my life, and this
game simply lacks the polish necessary to be a good RPG and seems to have some pretty core design flaws that are repeated
across many RPGs. I'd recommend not getting this game unless you are very patient.

PROS:
- Just from what I've seen, the art and music are both nice. They're partially what convinced me to purchase the game originally,
because it seems like it has the right mix of nostalgia and ambience that fits a lot of RPGs well.
- You can fully customize your party of 4

CONS:
- The story is very lightweight and even in the first moments relies on a lot of tired concepts - your party are prisoners, there is a
kingdom at peace until your village is attacked, there is a vague evil besetting the land, and so on. Maybe more would be
revealed as the game progressed, but I simply wasn't motivated to play from the story. That's OK, as long as the gameplay is
good...
- The gameplay just isn't very fun. You basically get to move a few squares and then make an attack or cast a spell. That would
be fine if there was some strategy layered on top with positioning, or choosing weapons, or using abilities, but it seems like the
game is content to just be a simplistic dungeon crawler. That's OK, as long as the UI and polish is nice enough that I can play it
mindlessly and relax soaking in the art and music...
- The UI is super clunky and the game overall feels like it lacks polish. It's easy to get stuck on walls while moving. The
encumbrance system seems totally unnecessary and it took me a few minutes to realize the shackles your characters wear at the
start weight 45 pounds (!). The lighting is very dim during exploration, but during encounters suddenly rooms light up
immediately. You cannot click and drag items, you have to first click to pick up an item, then click where you want to place it.
If you drop an item, you have to click a confirmation dialogue for every item, even useless items like the shackles at the start.
You cannot move the inventory window around. If you interact with objects on the map like doors to pick their lock, you do so
using the currently selected character rather than the character with the highest lockpick skill (even though the party all travels
in one big blob so there's no interesting reason for it as I can tell). The UI doesn't make which character is selected obvious
enough, so I wasted one of my lock picks. There is no "auto-sort inventory" button. there is no quick equip button. Most of the
interactions on the map are designed for keyboard rather than mouse. It is annoying to have to walk to each individual barrel and
loot them using the clunky UI, just for some scraps of poor loot. The game doesn't have any autosave or "reload from save", so
upon death I was just booted back to the main menu. There are no options available to set for the game such as resolution,
windowing mode, music volume, or animation speed. Animations are limited in visual flair but they take forever, so simple
combats against rats feel like a chore. You know, I could look over all of this if there was some interesting and thoughtful
combat on the other side of this mountain of questionable choices and poor UI...
- The opening encounters of the dungeon are super dull. You spend several fights against rats in the opening dungeon, and there
just isn't anything interesting about them. It didn't excite me to see what new encounters I might fight, it was just a slog where I
line up my fighting characters against the rats while plinking away with arrows and sometimes casting the only spell the wizard
characters have to start. OF course, we might expect early combat to be simplistic, since surely later combats will become more
interesting...
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- The game's character creation was kind of boring, with no clear indication that there would ever be anything more exciting for
most characters other than making their numbers go up and getting powerful loot. Wizard characters start with one spell in their
chosen area, and that's it. Everyone else just distributed their meager pool of points into one or maybe two skills and hops right
in. RPGs can be so much more, with fun and interesting mechanics, strategic choices, playstyles, but this game is old school in
all the worst ways. Your fighters will swing their weapons, your archers will shoot their bows, and your wizard will cast their
spell and be mostly useless for the rest of the combat, just like old school D&D.

I ended up dying to rats through a streak of bad luck. Once I got booted back to the main menu, realizing I didn't create a save
file and with no option to have continued from the start of the encounter, I realized there was simply nothing drawing me back
into the game. It's dull in almost every way it can be, with no real tricks up its sleeve. If it wanted to get a full playthrough from
me, it needed to be more interesting and hook me quickly. Long slow burns can work great, but I need to have the allure of a
nice story, or awesome strategy and combat encounters, or fun character development, or, well...anything else. The game is just
too bare bones to recommend to anyone but the absolute diehard RPG players who devour everything they can get their hands
on. Especially at $15 as of the time of this review, it is simply too expensive. I paid much less during a sale, but I got about 30
minutes of diversion out of it, not even worth it for whatever I paid ultimately.. If you have the demo you have the game.
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